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Abstract : Most of the data available for knowledge discovery and information retrieval are prone to identity and privacy
disclosure. The major act to disclose the identity is through exploring the pattern of attributes involved in data formation.
The existing benchmarking models are anonym zing the data either by generalizing, deleting the sensitive attributes or
adding noise to the data. Either of these approaches are not guaranteed in optimality and accuracy in results that
obtained from the mining models applied on that dataset. The deviation in results often causes falsified decision making,
which is unconditionally not acceptable in few domains like health mining and real time environment. In order to fill the
gap, here we proposed a hybridization of feature set partitioning and data restructuring to achieve the pattern
anonymization. The model is particularly aimed to restructure the data for supervised learning. To the best of our
knowledge, pattern anonymization is first of its kind that attempted to anonymize the patterns rather individual
attributes. The experiment results also indicating the scope of robustness and scalability of the supervised learning on
restructured data.
Keywords: Privacy preserving, Data Mining, Data Anonymization, Pattern Anonymization, Identity Disclosure, Data
Restructuring, Feature set Partitioning, K-anonymity, l-diversity.

I. INTRODUCTION
The exploration of eligible data patterns [1] is a key process of information retrieval and Knowledge discovery. Data
mining is one of the significant concept, which is generally used for information retrieval and knowledge discovery
by identifying the eligible patterns from the given data [2], [3], [4]. The considerable consequence of this data
mining algorithms and models is identity and personal information discloser.
Above 90% of the participants of a survey [5] aware that data related to any individual can be shared or sell by a
company only under the permission given that individual, henceforth the sharing of personal information by an
individual to an eligible organization is hassle free. The data mining applications often applies on these personal and
sensitive data leads to violate individual privacy. Henceforth, often the implementations of these mining models are
restricted [6], [7], [8].
The objective of this study is related to securing the privacy of the data from leakages possible in data mining. The
organizations should protect the privacy of the customer's personal information, which could be revealed
unofficially due to patterns discovered by data-mining activities [9].
It has been learnt that removal of sensitive identities related to personal information is not adequate solution for
privacy protection [10].The data publishing for statistical analysis is another domain, which is sensitive to this
privacy leakage. The considerable study was done and landed with solutions like restricting queries and perturbation
the data to protect privacy in data publishing [11]. But none of these methods are compatible to preserve privacy in
data mining.
The predictive mining strategies such as classification cannot be possible on query restricted and perturbed dataset.
Since the predictive mining models require to explore the possible associations between attributes. Henceforth
anonymizing the data is considered to be the best approach to prevent privacy leakages in predictive mining models.
Many of such solutions [12],[13],[14],[15],[16] can be found in the literature of past decade. The most successful
privacy protection strategy was k-anonymity [17], [18] that anonymizes the record of each individual, such that it
can't be distinguished from minimum K other individuals. This is done mostly by generalizing the sensitive
attributes of the records or eliminating these sensitive attributes from the given dataset or including noise such that
no individual personal information is leaked.
The similar objective has been considered in this research article. The aim is to explore the constraints of the
existing models and defining a data anonymization approach towards privacy preserving data mining.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The section 2 contains the exploration of the strengths and constraints
of the existing benchmarking models and that followed by section 3 and 4, which contains detailed projection of the
proposed model. The section 5 presenting the experimental setup and performance analysis that followed by the
section 6, which concludes the proposal.
II. RELATED WORK
K-anonymity is optimized in [19], which is done by performing a search to identify the attributes possible to allow
the privacy leakage. A multi-objective method for hiding sensitive association rules is devised in [20]. This model is
an evolutionary strategy since it is using GA to identify the sensitive rules. This model is optimal to preserve privacy
and deliver extremely significant rules. The main constraints of these models [19][20] are the need of prior
knowledge of the sensitive attributes of the dataset and computational complexity of search is nonlinear.
The concept of feature set partitioning introduced in [21] is aimed to magnify the scalability of the supervised
learning. The feature set partitioning decomposes the actual feature set into multiple subsets and further builds each
subset level classifier. Further ensembles all these classifiers to recognize the class of the target record [22].
Generalizing the feature during the feature selection is the main objective of feature set partitioning strategy. The
classifier will be constructed by using the representative features. The empirical study of the model evinced that the
optimality is proportionate to the formation of minimal number of subsets from maximal number of features, which
is also a significant constraint for datasets with sparse and divergent feature set. The privacy leakage is another
biggest constraint of this supervised learning by feature set partitioning.
In order to overcome the constraint of privacy leakage observed in classification strategy called feature set
partitioning [21], Matatov et al., [23] extended the model devised in [21]. The model proposed in [23] is achieving
optimal K-anonymity for each feature subset to prevent identity leakage of the dataset. This model is also an
evolutionary strategy as it is using genetic algorithm to identify the optimal feature subsets. The empirical study
evincing that the model is optimal to achieve K-anonymization for defined feature subsets. The considerable limits
of the model are nonlinear computational complexity in optimal feature subset discovery and requirement of prior
domain knowledge to identify the feature’s sensitivity towards privacy leakage, which is an essential factor to define
cost function of the genetic algorithm. The anonymization is relevant and specific to the ensemble classification by
partitioned feature set proposed in [21]
The existing benchmarking models that aimed to privacy preserving datamining are anonymizing data by
generalizing, obliterating the quasi fields of the records in given dataset or restructuring the dataset by adding noise.
The process of generalizing or obliterating the field values may achieve optimal anonymity but causes severe
violation in mining results. On other method of adding noise also causes considerable deviation in mining results,
which is due to the noise included. Another specific hurdle in any of the existing models is the compulsion of the
prior knowledge about the quasi attributes. Hence the any of the benchmarking models minimizes their negative
impact on mining results, if and only if the anonymization done in the context of the dataset under the close
monitoring of domain experts and specific to particular mining algorithm. In most of the cases prior knowledge of
the data and close monitoring of the domain experts is big constraint. Hence it is obvious to conclude the need of an
optimal strategy for privacy preserving data mining that works without prior knowledge of the data given and close
monitoring of the domain experts. On other dimension the anonymization to pre-serve the privacy should not violate
the originality of the mining results.
In order to this, here in this article we proposed a hybrid approach that combines the feature set partitioning and
anonymizing through dataset restructuring by including trivial records. The proposed model is anonymizing the
patterns observed in given dataset, since the feature patterns are the primary factors those leads to identity leakage.
Also the other unique feature of the proposal is that it compatible to any of the supervised learning based mining
algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, model defined here is first of its kind that retains structure of the actual
records while adding the trivial records to achieve pattern disclosure.
III. PATTERN ANONYMIZATION BY FEATURE SET PARTITIONING AND DATASET RESTRUCTURING
3.1 Notations used in model exploration:
 Dataset: A set of records and each record contains values for fixed number and order of attributes associating to a
class label.
 Class Label: An attribute representing the state of the record
 Attribute set: A set of attributes representing few or all attributes those labels the different fields of the records.
 Value set: The set of values in a record representing an attribute set is known as Value set
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 Trivial Record: A record that contains trivial values for one or more attributes.
 Trivial Value Set: A set of values in a trivial record representing an attribute set such that one or more values are
trivial.
3.2 Proposed Work:
The optimal pattern-preserving k-anonymization problem can be formulated
as follows:
Definition 1 (optimal P2kA problem).
Given a sequence database D, and a positive integer k, find a database D’ such that
1. D’ is k-anonymous, i.e.:

2. the collection of all k-frequent pattern in D is preserved, i.e.:
In this paper we present an algorithm which assures that
(i)
D’ is k-anonymous and
(ii)
(ii) S (D, k) and S (D’, k) are "similar". In particular the second condition of Definition 1 becomes:

Algorithm 1: BF-P2Ka ( D, K )
Input : A sequence database D, a min. support threshold k
Output: A k-anonymous sequence database D’
PT = PrefixTreeConstruction (D);
PT’ = PT Anonymization (PT, k)
D’ = SequenceGeneration (PT’);
Return D’
Algorithm 2 : PTAnonymization ( PT, k )
Input : A prefix tree PT, a min. support threshold k
Output : A k-anonymous prefix tree PT’
Lcut=0;
For each n in Root (PT) children do
Lcut t= Lcut U TreePruning(n,PT,k);
End
PT’ = TreeReconstruction (PT, Lcut );
Return PT’
3.3 Feature set Partitioning
Let consider all the attributes of the given dataset as a set A . Further all possible subsets from A of different sizes
will created as a set S .
Similarly create a set R that contains the subsets formed from each record r of the given dataset D , which is done
based on the subsets defined from A . A subset rsi contains the values from r of the attributes found in subset{si si
 S} .
Find coverage of each subset {r j si r j  D si  S} , which represents the number of records contains r j si
Prune the subsets from R under bide rule [citation required] as follows:
Let a set r j si with coverage k and a set rp sq with coverage k ' , if r j si  rp sq  and
k  k ' then r j si can be discarded.
3.4 Dataset Restructuring
Let K be the optimal number of records representing each feature set partition to achieve K-anonymity.
If any of the value set r j si from R , which is representing values for attribute set si in record rj is with coverage k
less than K then, K  k number of trivial records will be formed such that each trivial record with trivial value set tr
j si for attribute set si replaced by respective value set r j si . This is done by updating existing trivial records if any
otherwise creates new trivial records.
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Further each trivial record will be associated to a class label randomly from all pos-sible class labels, which is done
in order to achieve maximum possible diversity in class label representation.
IV. PROCESS MODEL OF THE FEATURE SET PARTITIONING AND DATA RESTRUCTURING
For set of size n , possible number of subsets are 2n 1, which excludes the empty set
[citation required]. Hence forth,2n 1 1 attribute sets S  {s
}
find
,s
, s ,.....s from
|
S
1
23
|
the set of attribute labels A of size n , which excludes class label
attribute.
Order S by the size and order of attributes
Let R be an empty set
For each record {ri  ri  Di  1,2,...,| Dthat represents the values for all
|}
attributes of the set A Begin
Prepare 2 n 1 1 value sets r S  {r s , r
} from values of record that
s
,..., r s r
exi 1
i
i
2 i |S|
cludes the class label value. Order ri S in the order of S
R  ri S //move ri S to R
End
4.1 Further find all possible subsets from all entries of the R as follows:
Let R be the empty set
For each {ri S  ri S  R i  1,2,3.... | D |} Begin
R  R
ri S
End
Let C be the set of all possible unique class labels observed for records in dataset
D
4.2 Further find the coverage of the each entry of R as follows
k R   // is an empty map
l R   // is an empty map
For each rsi rsi  Ri  1, 2,..., R  Begin
For each c c  C Begin
// C is a set of class label {ci ci  C i  1, 2,...,| C |}
l 0 k 0
For each {r j r j  Dj  1,2,...,| D |} Begin
If rsi  rj  then Begin
k  k 1
If r j (cl )  c then begin
// cl is the class label of the record rj
l  l 1
End
End
End
k R{rsi }  k
l R{rsi (c )}  l
End
End
Sort R in ascending order of the subset size and order of attributes
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4.3 Further Prune l R and k R as follows
For each rsi rsi  Ri  1, 2,..., R 1Begin
For each rs j rs j  Rj i  1,i 2,..., R  Begin
If k R{rsi }  k R{rs j } & &rsi  rs j  then Begin
// delete key rsi and respective value from k R
k R  k R \{rsi }
End
For each cm c m  C m  1, 2,...,| C | Begin
If l R{rsi (cm )}  l R{rs j (cm )}& &rsi  rs j  then Begin // delete key rsi ( cm ) and respective value
l R \ rsi (cm )
End
End
End
End
Let
be the set of all keys exists in k
{keys}k R
Let
be the set of keys exists in
{keys}l l
R
//Anonymity
Let K be the expected number of records representing a given feature partition fp
for optimal anonymity
//Diversity
The number of records representing a given feature partition fp associable to class
labels {C }  c for optimal anonymity.
4.4 Restructuring Data for K-Anonymity of the feature sets is follows:
// Sort {keys}k in ascending order of the size of all subsets exists as keys Let D   //The new empty dataset.
//A record tr tr  D that contains trivial value for at least one attribute {a a  A}
is called trivial record tr .

// the number of attributes contains trivial values in tr indicates tr
 {key}k i  1, 2,...,| {keys}k
For each {rsi rsi |}
Begin
{rsi }  K
If k R 
then Begin
p K 
k
R {rsi }
D  tr
If D    then 
tr  A 
// tr is a record with trivial values for all attributes of A
idx  0



For each trivial record 





 tr tr  D&
&

 {keys}k  &
trsi &

Begin

tr | trsi |  & & 

 idx  p
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// trsi
// trsi
// 

is the values set for subset {si  si  S} in tr ,
{keys}k  indicates that all values in
trsi
are trivial and

| trsi | indicates that number of attributes
tr in tr
with trivial values must be

greater than the size of the trsi
{trsi trsi  tr}  rsi // replacing trivial values of the set trsi by the values of the set
rsi
idx  idx 1 End
If idx  p then for each {qq  idx , idx  1,idx  2,..., p}

D  tr  tr
is a record with trivial values for all attributes

A // tr of
A
{trsi trsi  tr}  rsi // replacing trivial value set trsi of record tr by the value set
rsi
End
End
End
4.5

Add label to all trivial records in D is as follows:

For each tr tr  DBegin
// assigning a label selected randomly from class label set, this is done to achieve maximal diversity of associability
between attribute values and class labels
tr ( cl ) rand ({C}) End
D  D // adding all the records from D to restructured dataset D
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V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
The experiments were conducted to assess the compatibility of the restructured data set towards supervised learning.
The impact of K-anonymity with maximal possible diversity is a proven strategy towards privacy preserving [24].
Hence the experiments con-ducted here were not aimed to explore the optimality of the K-anonymity and maximal
diversity.
The accuracy, robustness and scalability of the results obtained from restructured dataset are assessed through
statistical metrics [25] called precision, sensitivity and ac-curacy, which are estimated by using the count of truly
classified and count of falsely classified.
Since the assessment metrics called computational and resource complexity also included in performance analysis, a
computer with i5 processor, 4GB ram and Nvidia 4GB graphics card is used. The implementation was done in
CUDA [26]. Statistical metrics analysis was done using explorative language R [27]. The input and obtained results
were explored in table 1.
5.1 The dataset
The objective of the proposed model (Pattern Anonymization Approach) is to perform the optimal supervised
learning on restructured dataset that protects from pattern disclosure. To assess the scalability and supervised
learning accuracy, we adopt the heart disease dataset [28]. We initially classified the dataset by classification tool
J48 [29] and obtained prior knowledge of the possible groups of records.
5.2 Performance Analysis
The classes predicted by the proposed pattern anonymization approach (PAA) were assessed, by comparing the
classification of the original records under restricted dataset, which includes trivial records also. The Metric values
indicating that classification of original records after restructuring the dataset is significant (precision is 0.99339934
that indicates the truly classified records ratio). The sensitivity of true and trivial record classification is also
considerably high (sensitivity is 1 that indicates no trivial records included into actual groups of the original
records). The overall classification optimality is observed as best, since, almost the 100% of the records grouped
into relevant labels under the given restructured dataset and experimental setup (accuracy is 0.995).
No of features
18
No of records in original dataset
404
No of records in restructured dataset
616
No of groups formed from original records
18
No of groups formed from restructured dataset 25
(original and trivial records)
No of groups after pruning the trivial records
14
Truly classified no of records
402
Falsely classified records
2
Precision
0.99504950
Sensitivity
1
Accuracy
0.995
Table 1. Particulars of the input dataset and results obtained
The computational complexity and resource cost is also assessed, which is done under divergent count of records
given as input. The time complexity observed to be linear for given divergent count of records as input (see fig 1).
The memory usage of Dataset restructuring with Feature set partitioning also being noticed as linear for given divergent count of input records (see fig 2).
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Fig. 1. Figure 1: Feature set Partitioning and dataset restructuring completion time observed for divergent count of
input records

Fig. 2. Memory used for Feature set Partitioning and Dataset Restructuring of divergent count of input records
VI. CONCLUSION
Privacy preserving in supervised learning is prime objective of the model proposed here in this paper. In this context
many of existing models succeeded to prevent privacy disclosure under certain constraints such as prior knowledge
of the data to identify the sensitive attributes, compromising at optimality of the mining results due to sensitive
attribute eradicating and generalizing or nonlinear complexity observed in the process of sensitive feature
identification. The proposed model is hybridizing the data restructuring with feature set portioning to achieve
privacy preserving for any of existing supervised learning based mining model. The best part of this model is that no
prior knowledge of the data is required to anonymize and computational complexity is observed was linear. The
important factor to adopt this model is that it can’t violate the mining results, which is a biggest constraint of the
existing models. The motivation gained from this model drives our future research to minimize the computational
complexity to much minimal that compared to present model. In other direction of future research the similar
anonymization strategy can be devised for rule mining and unsupervised learning strategies.
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